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Rodney Tulloch grew up on a farm outside of Edmonton, Alberta, where he first learned 
to ride horses. At the young age of 16, Rodney competed at western shows in the 
pleasure classes.	  

Rodney’s first career wasn’t coaching showjumping it was in fact figure skating. 
Although horses we at first playing second to skating the horses started “taking over!” 
The prospect of coaching hunters and jumpers blossomed from his career of skating and 
coaching figure skating. Finding inspiration for this sport ‘Comes from good riding, and 
lovely horses… the most inspirational moments come from seeing important people in 
the industry teaching students.’ Drawing inspirational words from his mother, “She 
always told me to do my best, and never give up.” 

One of Rodney’s earliest and biggest accomplishments was winning Reserve Quarter 
Horse World Championship Hunter Hack in 1993. He ahs since solidified his roll as 
Western Canada’s leading hunter derby rider leading the ranks in the western division of 
the Hunter Derby circuit as well as being the over all Hunter Derby Champion for 2010. 
Another big accomplishment is his students. He says that having his students qualify for 
the Royal Winter Fair in Toronto, CET, and regional finals and even having some 
students make it to the top four is a huge accomplishment. 

Coaching has always been a passion of Rodney’s, and he now teaches his students from 
the youngest aspiring show jumpers through the ranks. Coaching out of Ziedler Farms 
Rodney instills passion and the love of the horse in his students. Rodney trains some 
riders from a young age, and says the younger you start the easier it is to teach.” The 
skills are able to develop and grow as the rider grows.  

Although it may be easier to learn new tricks when you are young he doesn’t deter adults 
from taking their hand in the sport! Rodney has a great group of adults at all levels and 
his love for the sport encourages people of all ages to join in. 

Rodney operates Landmark Farms out of Ziedler Farms, owned by Tani Ziedler. Located 
in Dewinton, Alberta. Rodney says that being here at Ziedler Farms is, “Amazing, such a 
great experience.” Given the opportunity to own his own farm Rodney says, “Its not for 
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him.” Loving the ability to lease stalls, he says “what I have is great, I enjoy every 
moment of it.”  

Although it is not a desire to own his own farm, Rodney does feel as though he has 
enough responsibility at Ziedler Farms. “here I sort of have my own barn, I have to staff 
it and manage it; but I don’t have to order the feed or fix the tractor.” 

Rodney also says one of the highlights for working at Ziedler Farms is that he has the 
ride on a lot of the Ziedler young horses as well, which is, “such a great opportunity.” He 
recently competed in Thermal Ca with some of Zielder Farms great group of rising star 
home breds as well as a small group of students and their horses. Riding all of the young 
horses and teaching  people is a “Win-win situation,” he explains. 

After just returning from Thermal competition in California, Rodney says that next on the 
list is to Brandon, MB. After Brandon it is back to Alberta where he will continue the 
quest for championship.  

	  


